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Silverlight Recipes 2010-11-03

silverlight recipes a problem solution approach second edition is your practical companion to developing rich interactive web applications with microsoft s latest
technology this book tackles common problems and scenarios that on the job developers face every day by revealing code and detailed solutions you ll quickly be
able to integrate real world functioning code into your applications and save hours of coding time the recipes included in silverlight recipes have been carefully
selected and tested with the professional developer in mind you ll find problems stated clearly and succinctly artful solutions explored and ample discussion of the
code and context so you re immediately clear how the solution will support your project you ll also discover the innovations presented in silverlight 4 and how to
effectively employ them enjoy practical coverage of silverlight development in many projects and contexts including designing complete rich interactive user
experiences manipulating content and the runtime environment through the silverlight plug in runtime api consuming transforming and displaying content in your
silverlight web application through xml linq based data access and isolated storage building custom controls for your silverlight project integrating rich media
including audio and video to create a very dynamic user interface and experience using new silverlight features including net framework integration the use of dynamic
languages like python and ruby in silverlight development and digital rights management support find instant solutions comprehensive silverlight coverage and time
saving expert advice all in one book

Silverlight 1.0 2007-10-29

provides information on creating cross platform interactive applications using silverlight 1 0

Beginning Silverlight 5 in C# 2012-06-12

the growing popularity of 2 0 applications is increasing user expectations for high quality website design presentation and functionality it is into this climate that
microsoft is releasing silverlight 5 the latest iteration of its cross browser web presentation technology beginning silverlight 5 in c brings you to the cutting edge
of 2 0 application design and includes plenty of practical guidance to get you started straight away silverlight design tools have important differences compared
with those used to create ajax and javascript functionality robert lair takes you on a tour of all the tools including microsoft expression design which plays an
important role in creating silverlight assets microsoft expression blend which is used to build user interaction for silverlight elements microsoft visual studio which
manages the interaction between designers and developers providing the coding environment for nuts and bolts wiring once you ve mastered the basics you ll move on
to gain a more in depth knowledge of some of the features introduced with silverlight 5 including h 264 protected content right click event handling a new printing api
and support for the managed extensibility framework

Accelerated Silverlight 3 2009-10-17

accelerated silverlight 3 teaches you how to get up to speed with the latest version of silverlight quickly and efficiently the book assumes you re already
comfortable with the basics of net coding and with wpf and builds on your existing knowledge to make your journey to silverlight 3 proficiency as quick and painless
as possible where coding techniques are similar to other more established areas of net the text says so likewise where there s a syntax or conceptual gotcha that
you re existing coding habits will walk you into the text points that out too this book provides you with fast track coverage of all the most important elements
of the silverlight 3 technology ranging from xaml to standard controls from dealing with media to networking from testing to deployment it concludes with a pair
of fully worked sample applications for you to follow through because nothing reinforces your understanding of how concepts fit together as much as looking at
finished code it is assumed that readers are already be comfortable with the workings of the net framework knowledge of expression blend is useful but not
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mandatory you ll learn the blend techniques that you need to know as you go through the book by the end you will have followed a sound concise path to mastery
of silverlight 3

Professional Microsoft SharePoint 2007 Development Using Microsoft Silverlight 2 2009-03-03

silverlight is a cross browser cross platform and cross device plug in for delivering the next generation of net based rich interactive applications rias for the
sharepoint is microsoft s portal development platform and the fastest growing server product at microsoft if you are seeking to leverage silverlight 2 0 to optimize
sharepoint 2007 you will find what you need in this advanced guide from a well known author team of microsoft insiders the book shows you how to build
integrated solutions step by step how to integrate silverlight applications with different sharepoint objects such as lists parts and others and provides source
code so you can replicate and test the code on your own

Beginning Silverlight 4 in C# 2010-09-08

the growing popularity of 2 0 applications is increasing user expectations for high quality web site design presentation and functionality it is into this climate that
microsoft is releasing silverlight 4 the third and latest iteration of its cross browser web presentation technology beginning sliverlight 4 in c brings you to the
cutting edge of 2 0 application design and includes plenty of practical guidance to get you started straightaway silverlight design tools have important differences
compared to those used to create ajax and javascript functionality robert lair takes you on a tour of all the tools including microsoft expression design which
plays an important part in creating silverlight assets microsoft expression blend which is used to build user interaction for silverlight elements microsoft visual
studio which manages the interaction between designers and developers providing the coding environment for nuts and bolts wiring once you ve mastered the basics you
ll move on to gaining a more in depth knowledge of some of the new features introduced with silverlight 4 including h 264 protected content right click event
handling a new printing api and support for the managed extensibility framework

Silverlight Recipes 2010-01-12

silverlight recipes a problem solution approach is your practical companion to developing rich interactive web applications with microsoft s latest technology this
book tackles common problems and scenarios that on the job developers face every day by revealing code and detailed solutions you ll quickly be able to integrate
real world functioning code into your applications and save hours of coding time the recipes included in silverlight recipes a problem solution approach have been
carefully selected and tested with the professional developer in mind you ll find problems stated clearly and succinctly artful solutions explored and ample
discussion of the code and context so you re immediately clear how the solution will support your project enjoy practical coverage of silverlight development in
many projects and contexts including designing complete rich interactive user experiences manipulating content and the runtime environment through the silverlight
plug in runtime api consuming transforming and displaying content in your silverlight web application through xml linq based data access and isolated storage
building custom controls for your silverlight project integrating rich media including audio and video to create a very dynamic user interface and experience using new
silverlight features including net framework integration the use of dynamic languages like python and ruby in silverlight development and digital rights management
support find instant solutions comprehensive silverlight coverage and time saving expert advice all in silverlight recipes a problem solution approach
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Pro Silverlight 5 in C# 2012-06-10

silverlight 5 is the latest iteration of microsoft s cross browser technology for creating rich user experiences on the like its predecessor it rides atop the net
framework for maximum ease of use and coding efficiency the new technology carries forward much of the work that has been done before and augments it in many
important respects including support for h 264 video major improvements to the graphics engine including true 3d rendering and much richer data binding options for
interfacing with other applications pro silverlight 5 in c is an invaluable reference for professional developers who want to discover the new features of silverlight
author matthew macdonald s expert advice guides you through creating rich media applications using silverlight in the environment you re most productive in no
matter what the target platform as you learn about the features that put silverlight in direct competition with adobe flash such as rich support for 2d and 3d
drawing animations and media playback you ll experience the plumbing of net and the design model of wpf through silverlight all of the same net technology that
developers use to design next generation windows applications pro silverlight 5 in c is a comprehensive tutorial written from professional developer to professional
developer please note the print version of this title is black white the ebook is full color

Pro Silverlight 5 in VB 2012-06-12

silverlight 5 is the latest iteration of microsoft s cross browser technology for creating rich user experiences on the like its predecessor silverlight 4 it rides atop
the net framework for maximum ease of use and coding efficiency the new technology carries forward much of the work that has been done before and augments it in
many important respects including support for h 264 video major improvements to the graphics engine including true 3d rendering and much richer data binding options
for interfacing with other applications pro silverlight 5 in vb is an invaluable reference for professional developers wanting to discover the new features of
silverlight author matthew macdonald s expert advice guides you through creating rich media applications using silverlight in the environment you re most
productive in no matter what the target platform as you learn about the features that put silverlight in direct competition with adobe flash such as rich support
for 2d and 3d drawing animations and media playback you ll experience the plumbing of net and the design model of wpf through silverlight all of the same net
technology that developers use to design next generation windows applications macdonald provides a comprehensive tutorial written from professional developer
to professional developer

Pro Silverlight 3 in C# 2010-01-08

full color graphics and screenshots throughout make pro silverlight 3 in c an invaluable reference for professional developers wanting to discover the new features
of silverlight 3 author matthew macdonald s expert advice guides you through creating rich media applications using silverlight in the environment you re most
productive in no matter what the target platform as you learn about the features that put silverlight in direct competition with adobe flash such as rich support
for 2d and 3d drawing animations and media playback you ll experience the plumbing of net and the design model of wpf through silverlight all of the same net
technology that developers use to design next generation windows applications macdonald provides an comprehensive tutorial written from professional developer
to professional developer

Silverlight 2 Recipes 2009-01-29

microsoft silverlight is a cross browser cross platform plug in like flash that delivers rich interactive applications for the silverlight offers a flexible programming
model that supports a number of different programming languages and techniques making it cross platform and all major browsers cross browser support silverlight
1 1 recipes is brought to the market immediately surrounding the actual silverlight 1 1 rtm to target developers interested in practical ready to use code pieces
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readers will enjoy the cut and paste ready solutions that give lots of bang for their buck

Pro Silverlight 4 in C# 2011-01-26

silverlight 4 is microsoft s cross browser technology for creating rich user experiences on the like its predecessor silverlight 3 it rides atop the net framework for
maximum ease of use and coding efficiency the new technology carries forward much of the work that has been done before and augments it in many important respects
including support for h 264 video major improvements to the graphics engine including true 3d rendering and much richer data binding options for interfacing with other
applications pro silverlight 4 in c is an invaluable reference for professional developers wanting to discover the features of silverlight 4 author matthew
macdonald s expert advice guides you through creating rich media applications using silverlight in the environment you re most productive in no matter what the
target platform as you learn about the features that put silverlight in direct competition with adobe flash such as rich support for 2d and 3d drawing animations
and media playback you ll experience the plumbing of net and the design model of wpf through silverlight all of the same net technology that developers use to design
next generation windows applications matthew macdonald provides a comprehensive tutorial written from professional developer to professional developer
complete with full color graphics and screenshots

Pro Silverlight 4 in VB 2011-09-26

silverlight is microsoft s cross browser technology for creating rich user experiences on the like its predecessor silverlight 4 rides atop the net framework for
maximum ease of use and coding efficiency the technology carries forward much of the work that has been done before and augments it in many important respects
including support for h 264 video major improvements to the graphics engine including true 3d rendering and much richer data binding options for interfacing with other
applications pro silverlight 4 in vb is an invaluable reference for professional developers who want to discover the features of silverlight author matthew
macdonald s expert advice guides you through creating rich media applications using silverlight in the environment you re most productive in no matter what the
target platform as you learn about the features that put silverlight in direct competition with adobe flash such as rich support for 2d and 3d drawing animations
and media playback you ll experience the plumbing of net and the design model of wpf through silverlight all of the same net technology that developers use to design
next generation windows applications in this book macdonald provides a comprehensive tutorial written from professional developer to professional developer

Pro Silverlight 2 in VB 2008 2009-03-11

silverlight is a lightweight browser plug in that frees your code from the traditional confines of the browser it s a rules changing groundbreaking technology that
allows you to run rich client applications right inside the browser even more impressively it s able to host true net applications in non microsoft browsers like
firefox and on non microsoft platforms like mac os x silverlight is still new and evolving fast and you need a reliable guidebook to make sense of it with four color
graphics and screenshots throughout pro silverlight 2 in vb 2008 is the perfect reference you ll learn about the features that put silverlight in direct competition
with adobe flash such as rich support for 2d drawing animations and media playback and best of all you ll experience the plumbing of net and the design model of
windows presentation foundation through silverlight all of the same net technology that developers use to design next generation windows applications author
matthew macdonald provides an expertly crafted tutorial written from professional developer to professional developer you ll learn to create rich media
applications using silverlight in the environment you re most productive in no matter what the target platform
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Pro Silverlight 3 in VB 2010-02-28

silverlight is a lightweight browser plug in that frees your code from the traditional confines of the browser it s a rules changing groundbreaking technology that
allows you to run rich client applications right inside the browser even more impressively it s able to host true net applications in non microsoft browsers like
firefox and on non microsoft platforms like mac os x silverlight is still new and evolving fast and you need a reliable guidebook to make sense of it pro silverlight 3
in vb second edition is the perfect reference to ensure you are informed and up to date you ll learn about the features that put silverlight in direct competition with
adobe flash such as rich support for 2d drawing animations and media playback and best of all you ll experience the plumbing of net and the design model of wpf
through silverlight all of the same net technology that developers use to design next generation windows applications author matthew macdonald provides an
expertly crafted tutorial written from professional developer to professional developer you ll learn to create rich media applications using silverlight in the
environment you re most productive in no matter what the target platform

Silverlight 3 Programmer's Reference 2010-12-10

this valuable reference in full color explains the major new release of silverlight 3 which is dramatically improved over previous versions and makes the development
of powerful rich interactive applications rias achievable for everyone packed with examples and written by a highly seasoned team of developers and designers this
book guides you through the languages tools and techniques that are used to build applications on the silverlight 3 platform build 40522 each chapter provides a
mini tutorial on the respective topic and the examples serve to both educate and inspire you the information in this book is structured to help prepare you for the real
world challenges you may face when building applications on the silverlight platform by the end of the book you ll have gained a thorough understanding of how
silverlight applications are architected developed and designed this book covers xaml basics silverlight 3 tools for visual studio 2008 expression blend 3 and
silverlight runtime and sdk transforming text with render transforms using graphics visuals and adding media for a richer user experience building application making it
come alive and responding to user activity setting up a control project and using a custom control in an application

Pro Business Applications with Silverlight 5 2012-06-08

silverlight 5 has the potential to revolutionize the way we build business applications with its flexibility web deployment cross platform capabilities rich net
language support on the client rich user interface control set small runtime and more it comes close to the perfect platform on which to build business applications
it s a very powerful technology and despite its youth it s moving forward at a rapid pace and is gaining widespread popularity this book guides you through the
process of designing and developing enterprise strength business applications in silverlight 5 and c you ll learn how to take advantage of the power of silverlight to
develop rich and robust business applications from getting started to deployment and everything in between in particular this book will serve developers who want
to learn how to design business applications it will introduce the patterns you ll use the issues you ll face and how to resolve them author chris anderson who has
been building line of business applications for years demonstrates his expertise through a candid presentation of how to tackle real life issues rather than just
avoiding them developers will benefit from his hard won expertise through business application design patterns that he shares throughout the book with this book in
hand you will create a fully functional business application in silverlight discover how to satisfy the general requirements that most business applications need
develop a business application framework
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Foundation Silverlight 2 Animation 2009-01-23

see the power of silverlight in action learn the building blocks of animation in silverlight 2 includes over 180 example silverlight projects silverlight is a
phenomenally powerful animation tool but few people know how to unlock its potential foundation silverlight 2 animation gives you the keys to all of that power
it covers the basics of animation that is silverlight s storyboards and animations which are used to provide interactivity to silverlight applications you ll take an
in depth look at double point and color animations you ll also learn the difference between linear spline and discrete keyframes and how they affect your objects as
they move but it doesn t stop there you ll go well beyond those simple timeline based animations and learn how to create purely code based animations you ll use
vectors to make objects move and bounce off boundaries and each other you ll explore particle systems kinematics and collisions you ll also learn how to use
trigonometry to animate objects and simulate 3d motion in a 2d environment the essential trigonometry required to create complex motion is simplified and explained
through a series of fascinating and fun examples that can be incorporated into your own applications games and experiments whether you re already familiar with
silverlight and you want to learn how to open it up a flash developer interested in expanding your skill set or a web developer looking to take the next step into
rich interactive application development this book will bring you up to speed on silverlight 2 and show you what it can do from techniques for creating frame based
animations to learning how to simulate 3d in a 2d environment there is something here to satisfy anyone s appetite for animation and interactivity

Professional Silverlight 4 2010-07-23

everything net developers need to take advantage of silverlight 4 silverlight 4 is a major new release of microsoft s flagship product for building rich interactive
applications that combine animation graphics audio and video this book by seasoned wrox authors and silverlight experts gives professional developers all the
tools necessary to build rias using the new silverlight capabilities you will gain a complete thorough understanding of both core and advanced platform concepts
with examples in c professional silverlight 4 prepares developers to take full advantage of the newest release of the most popular platform for developing rich
interactive applications coverage includes introduction to silverlight building applications with visual studio building applications with expression blend 4 working
with the navigation framework controlling layout with panels working with visual controls accessing data wcf ria services out of browser experiences networking
applications building line of business applications application architecture dom interaction securing your applications accessing audio and video devices working with
file i o using graphics and visuals working with animations in silverlight working with text making it richer with media styling and themes

Silverlight 2 Unleashed 2008-10-15

full color code samples appear as they do in visual studio and expression blend printed entirely in color with helpful figures and syntax coloring to make code
samples appear as they do in visual studio and expression blend silverlight is microsoft s new web based user interface ui technology based on windows presentation
foundation wpf which is introducing many revolutionary concepts in the world of ui development silverlight uses xaml with tools like expression design and
expression blend to create astonishing ui effects such as gradients compositions and animations in addition to the richness of the ui elements silverlight 2 allows the
use of c or vb in addition to javascript to automate web pages with silverlight you have the power of net on multiple platforms ie and firefox on windows firefox
and safari on macintosh and firefox on linux the author brings you up to speed very quickly with numerous hands on examples use xaml to create state of the art
user interfaces create xaml transforms and animations design compelling user experiences with microsoft expression blend integrate media into your rich internet
applications program silverlight with both javascript and net languages deploy silverlight content to web pages encode videos with expression media encoder make
the most of silverlight elements resources and styles use templates to quickly change your application s look and feel efficiently debug silverlight code use design
tools to create graphics that import seamlessly into silverlight laurent bugnion has been a software engineer since 1996 he has worked with many programming
languages and environments including c c java html css javascript and since 2002 the microsoft net platform he has been honored twice as a microsoft mvp first for
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asp net and now for client application development he blogs about silverlight and related technologies at blog galasoft ch on the web download all examples and
source code presented in this book from informit com title 9780672330148 category microsoft programming programming covers microsoft silverlight 2 user level
beginning intermediate

Silverlight 2 Visual Essentials 2008-10-09

silverlight is a lightweight browser plug in that frees your code from the traditional confines of the browser it is a rules changing groundbreaking technology that
allows you to run rich client applications right inside the browser even more impressively it is able to host true net applications in non microsoft browsers like
firefox and on non microsoft platforms like mac os x silverlight is evolving fast and you need a reliable guidebook to make sense of it

Introducing Silverlight 4 2011-01-11

introducing silverlight 4 brings you up to speed with version 4 of silverlight quickly and efficiently the book builds off your understanding of the basics of net
coding and wpf allowing your journey to silverlight 4 proficiency to be as quick and painless as possible the text highlights where coding techniques are similar to
other more established areas of the net framework likewise when your existing coding habits lead you to a syntax or conceptual gotcha the text points that out
too this book provides you with fast track coverage of all the most important elements of the silverlight 4 technology ranging from xaml to standard controls
from dealing with media to networking from testing to deployment it also reveals features introduced with silverlight 4 and offers guidance on how to best utilize
them the book concludes with a pair of fully worked sample applications for you to follow through because nothing reinforces your understanding of how concepts
fit together as much as looking at finished code it is assumed that readers are already be comfortable with the workings of the net framework knowledge of
expression blend is useful but not mandatory you ll learn the blend techniques that you need to know as you go through the book by the end you will have followed
a sound concise path to mastery of silverlight 4

Tax Haven Abuses 2006

design rich internet applications rias for the using silverlight 2 microsoft s hot runtime application available only as an ebook this concise easy to understand
introduction provides complete step by step instructions for using everything silverlight 2 has to offer including tools for animation vector graphics video
playback net support for web services and networking as well as linq microsoft s native data querying tool essential silverlight 2 helps you take advantage of
microsoft s cross browser plug in with clever ways to create interactive uis that are more robust and easier to debug and test than what you can achieve on other
platforms scores of tested javascript and c code examples that you can reuse in your own applications expert guidance from an author who understands ria
technologies including asp net flash php and javascript ready to deliver a more complete experience essential silverlight 2 offers a world of possibilities

Essential Silverlight 2 Up-to-Date 2008-04-29

pro silverlight 1 1 is the perfect reference you ll learn about the features that put silverlight in direct competition with adobe flash and best of all you ll
experience the plumbing of net and the design model of wpf through silverlight all of the same net technology that developers use to design next generation windows
applications author matthew macdonald provides an expertly crafted tutorial written from professional developer to professional developer you ll learn how to
create rich media applications using silverlight across browsers and platforms
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Pro Silverlight 2 in C# 2008 2009-04-09

build highly usable high performance business applications with silverlight 5 microsoft silverlight mvp and wintellect consultant jeremy likness gives you all the
hands on guidance and proven patterns and practices you need to build scalable maintainable and highly professional applications for multiple platforms and
browsers in this first complete guide to designing silverlight applications for commercial use likness focuses on the advanced silverlight features most directly
related to solving real world business problems and demonstrates how these features fit together in production quality applications written from the ground up
this book covers every key area of enterprise silverlight development for each likness introduces the opportunities and capabilities silverlight provides offers
relevant case studies from actual projects presents complete c code samples and explains them in detail every chapter concludes with a summary highlighting the
specific information and techniques most important for developers to consider coverage includes discovering why silverlight is superior to html5 javascript for most
line of business applications leveraging silverlight 5 s powerful enhancements to performance text printing usability security and programmability effectively
applying silverlight s application cycle in enterprise applications using xaml to drive silverlight s visual interface quickly transforming raw data into visually
appealing information using silverlight s innovative visual state manager and data binding to separate design ui ux experience and business logic simplifying
development with the mvvm pattern using mef to integrate modular code into highly extensible maintainable and testable silverlight applications improving and
automating testing with silverlight unit testing framework and third party add ons mastering each leading approach to navigation and implementing the best one for
your application implementing the service layer persistence and state management building advanced out of browser applications integrating sophisticated line of
business features into your solutions optimizing the performance of your silverlight applications this book will be invaluable for all experienced client developers
who use microsoft s technology stack and want to leverage silverlight s immense power and for every silverlight developer seeking to improve existing line of
business applications with the new silverlight 5

C# 2008 Programming: Covers .Net 3.5 Black Book, Platinum Ed 2008-11-13

this book takes you on a guided tour of the new tools available to create silverlight applications from expression design and expression blend through to visual
studio 2008 it explains how each of the tools performs it s part of the job of putting together well constructed silverlight applications and demonstrates this
with a series of straight forward examples that illustrate how developers and designers can perform their roles in harmony by the end of the book you will be well
prepared to start creating silverlight applications both on your own or with the support of a design team

Designing Silverlight Business Applications 2012-03-28

have access to all aspects of the c programming language at hand with the c 2008 programmer s reference the only comprehensive reference guide for c programmers
regardless of your experience with c you will appreciate the detailed code samples which offer a quick and easy way to help you refresh your understanding of
important concepts in this ideal c resource you will find an introduction to the net framework a guide to using visual studio 2008 and explanations of classes
objects types delegates and events strings and regular expressions and threading

Beginning Silverlight 2 2009-01-31

silverlight design tools have important differences compared to those used to create ajax and javascript functionality robert lair takes you on a tour of all the
tools including microsoft expression design which plays an important part in creating silverlight assets microsoft expression blend which is used to build user
interaction for silverlight elements and microsoft visual studio which manages the interaction between designers and developers providing the coding environment for
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nuts and bolts wiring once you ve mastered the basics you ll move on to gaining a more in depth knowledge of some of the groundbreaking new features of the
silverlight technology the growing popularity of 2 0 applications is increasing user expectations for high quality web site design presentation and functionality it
was into this climate that microsoft released silverlight 3 the third iteration of its cross browser web presentation technology and the second to ride on top of
the net platform beginning sliverlight 3 brings you to the cutting edge of 2 0 application design and includes plenty of practical guidance to get you started
straightaway

C# 2008 Programmer's Reference 2009-04-03

silverlight 4 has the potential to revolutionize the way we build business applications with its flexibility web deployment cross platform capabilities rich net
language support on the client rich user interface control set small runtime and more it comes close to the perfect platform in which to build business applications it
s a very powerful technology and despite its youth it s moving forward at a rapid pace and is gaining widespread adoption this book will guide you through the
process of designing and developing enterprise strength business applications in silverlight 4 and c you will learn how to take advantage of the power of silverlight
to develop rich and robust business applications from getting started to deployment and everything in between in particular this book will serve developers who
want to learn how to design business applications and introduce the patterns to use the issues that you ll face and how to resolve them chris anderson who has
been building line of business applications for years demonstrates his experience through a candid presentation of how to tackle real life issues rather than just avoid
them developers will benefit from his hard won expertise through business application design patterns that he shares throughout the book with this book in hand you
will create a fully functional business application in silverlight discover how to satisfy all of the general requirements that most business applications need
develop a business application framework

Beginning Silverlight 3 2010-12-28

asp net 4 is the principal standard for creating dynamic web pages on the windows platform pro asp net 4 in c 2010 raises the bar for high quality practical advice
on learning and deploying microsoft s dynamic web solution this edition is updated with everything you need to master up to version 4 of asp net including coverage
of asp net mvc asp net ajax 4 asp net dynamic data and silverlight 3 seasoned net professionals matthew macdonald and mario szpuszta explain how you can get the
most from these groundbreaking technologies they cover asp net 4 as a whole illustrating both the newer features and the functionality carried over from previous
versions of asp this book will give you the knowledge you need to code real asp net 4 applications in the best possible style

Pro Business Applications with Silverlight 4 2010-09-19

complete coverage of all key net 4 and visual studio 2010 languages and technologies net 4 is microsoft s latest version of their core programming platform and
visual studio 2010 is the toolset that helps write net 4 applications this comprehensive resource offers one stop shopping for all you need to know to get
productive with net 4 experienced author and net guru mitchel sellers reviews all the important new features of net 4 including net charting and asp net charting asp
net dynamic data and jquery and the addition of f as a supported package language the expansive coverage is divided into six distinctive parts for easy navigation and
addresses visual studio 2010 net 4 asp net the c language the vb net language and the new f language a practical approach and complete examples round out this
much needed reference focuses on the new and important features of the latest version microsoft s core programming platform net 4 as well as visual studio 2010
which allows you to write net 4 applications provides comprehensive coverage divided into six parts visual studio 2010 net 4 asp net the c language the vb net
language and the new f language discusses visual studio snippets and templates net charting components the net framework and wpf linq and the entity framework
explores various aspects of visual basic 2010 such as multi line lambdas auto implemented properties nullable optional parameters and more this investigative look
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at net 4 and visual studio 2010 will help you identify and isolate key elements that can benefit you immediately

Pro ASP.NET 4 in C# 2010 2010-11-08

now more than ever windows applications have to work well and look good windows presentation foundation wpf microsoft s new user interface framework gives
you the ability to create stunning graphics rich interactions and highly usable windows applications wpf is the api beneath windows vista interfaces and it s also
available for older versions of windows up to this point it has only been possible to build wpf applications manually mainly by hand coding in xaml wpf s
declarative xml based markup language the soon to be released visual studio 2008 provides the full set of developer tools you need to take advantage of this
exciting technology the combination of wpf and visual studio 2008 represents the start of the next generation of windows applications hand coding xaml is fine if
you re an early adopter but to put wpf into production you need to master the tools and application styles you ll use in your day job wpf in action focuses on wpf
development using visual studio 2008 and other available tools the book starts with thorough coverage of the basics layouts styles resources and themes it
then takes you through several real world scenarios exploring common challenges and application types you ll build several sample applications ranging from a
simple calculator to a typical line of business application along the way you ll add graphical elements animation and support for printing accessibility and other
standard functionality written in a witty engaging style wpf in action can be read cover to cover or used to reference specific problems and issues the approach is
practical and always focused on how you ll use wpf in real development scenarios you ll learn how to handle the many new issues presented by the extreme
flexibility of wpf the authors also provide numerous tips and suggestions for how to work efficiently purchase of the print book comes with an offer of a free pdf
epub and kindle ebook from manning also available is all code from the book

Visual Studio 2010 and .NET 4 Six-in-One 2010-10-01

while not specifically a designer s book an overview of good web design and even a cheater s guide to photoshop willb e included with the intent of taking the average
asp net programmer and given them the knowledge to be renaissance men and women of web design

Essential Silverlight 2008-10-31

discover how to take advantage of the many new features in sharepoint 2010 sharepoint 2010 is a significant leap forward from the 2007 release and you will find
that there are a ton of features built into the platform for you to leverage in your solution development because sharepoint is a broad platform that covers a lot
this book also covers quite a bit of ground as a wrox beginning book the goal of beginning sharepoint 2010 development is to get you started with many of the
fundamentals so that you can continue on to advanced programming beyond this book the book s goal is to quickly take you from the basics of sharepoint to
installing and configuring a development environment and then into how you can develop for sharepoint the book is heavy on coding exercises but tries to stick to a
common set of net patterns to ensure you walk away with understanding the different ways in which you can code for sharepoint moving from beginning to advanced
means that you can expect the walkthroughs and chapters to become increasingly more complex within each chapter and throughout the book the walkthroughs have
been created to be concise and to guide you through all of the steps you must accomplish to complete a coding task beginning sharepoint 2010 development is aimed
at the developer who is new to sharepoint the book assumes you have some programming experience and a passion to learn how to develop for sharepoint but this
book does not assume that you ve programmed against sharepoint before with regard to your general development background the two assumptions in this book are
that you have some familiarity with development and you have an understanding of net programming with regard to development this book assumes that you
understand html and may have an understanding of cascading style sheets css extensible markup language extensible stylesheet language xml xsl and dynamic
languages such as javascript you may have a light understanding of asp net and are looking to apply this knowledge to the sharepoint space in any case you have
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some understanding of the fundamentals of and net development and are looking to apply those to the sharepoint space

WPF in Action with Visual Studio 2008 2007-09-11

building on the asp net 2 0 release asp net 3 5 adds several key developer features including ajax linq and a css designer in visual developer 2008

Professional ASP.NET 2.0 Design 2010-05-14

full color code samples appear as they do in visual studio and expression blend printed entirely in color with helpful figures and syntax coloring to make code
samples appear as they do in visual studio and expression blend silverlight is a lightweight but powerful plug in for multiple web browsers on multiple operating
systems that makes it easier than ever to create rich web based content applications and controls with support for vector graphics animations full screen high
definition video and more silverlight gives you the ability to create more compelling content than you dreamed possible for windows mac os x and linux silverlight
provides much of the power of windows presentation foundation but with less overhead and easy integration with html and ajax style applications silverlight 1 0
unleashed is the authoritative book that covers the technology in a practical and approachable fashion authored by silverlight guru and microsoft developer adam
nathan covers everything you need to know about extensible application markup language xaml in silverlight examines the silverlight feature areas in depth graphics
text audio video animation ink events and more demonstrates how to create reusable controls and perform common tasks such as drag and drop using basic building
blocks explains how to download assets asynchronously to maximize your user experience demonstrates how to create hybrid applications that mix silverlight
content with html or flash content highlights features scheduled for future versions of silverlight while showing how to achieve your desired results with the
current version introduction 1 part i fundamentals 1 getting started 9 2 xaml 39 part ii creating static content 3 shapes lines and curves 61 4 text 83 5 brushes
and images 99 6 positioning and transforming elements 117 part iii making your content come to life 7 responding to input events 143 8 downloading content on
demand 179 9 animation 191 10 audio and video 219

Beginning SharePoint 2010 Development 2008-03-04

the 2008 version of visual basic is tremendously enhanced and introduces dramatic new concepts techniques and features to this popular object oriented language
written by an elite author team this comprehensive resource provides a clear and concise approach to using vb 2008 in the ever expanding net world this book
focuses on using the latest and most powerful tools from the microsoft arsenal within your visual basic solutions you ll examine everything from the net
framework to the best practices for deploying net applications to database access and integrating with other technologies

Professional ASP.NET 3.5 2007-10-16

Silverlight 1.0 Unleashed 2008-06-02
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